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UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE 

CROSS-SECTION 
Issue No, 139. 

This is "Protection Lodge," Victoria's first private residence 
with an air-raid shelter against atomic fall-out; erected in 
Mont Albert Road, Canterbury. 	The shelter is accessible 
from outside as well as through a trap-door from the main 
bedroom. The design of the shelter was based upon Speci-
fications issued by the Defence Department of the U.S.A. 
and its aim is to protect the inhabitants of the house from 
radiation or atomic fall-out. It has been estimated that a 
direct hit on the City of Melbourne would allow the inhabi-
tants of this house 10-12 minutes to proceed to the shelter 
after the blast, and this is all the protection an architect 
can offer under such circumstances (sic!). The house is open 
for inspection for the benefit of the Royal Children's Hos-
pital. The owner is R. E. Unger, Consul for the Dominican 
Republic." The architect, Dr. Ernest Fooks, submitted the 
above explanatory notes for the interest of C-S readers. 
I The Victorian Minister for Housing (Mr. G. Thompson) 
announced that "space heaters" would replace open fire-
places in all new Housing Commission homes. 
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These new offices and showroom for Stegbar Windowalls 
Pty Ltd at Springvale, Victoria, were designed to show off 
the owner's products: timber windows and Western Red 
Cedar—which they do with adept certainty. However 
where these products adjoin others (e.g. gaiv. pipe braces 
and steel outriggers to keep roof overhangs off cantilevered 
beams) the meeting is less propitious. Romberg and Boyd, 
archts. Stegbar Windowalls Pty Ltd, owners and bldrs. 
if A limited competition for a new £3 mill. medical centre at 
the University of Melbourne was won by archts Mockridge 
Stable & Mitchell. Unfortunately but inevitably, this bldg 
will finally make the S.W. corner of the University grounds 
as crowded as it can possibly be. The only good site now 
left is that which is occupied by the Vice-Chancellor's resi-
dence, tennis court and rose garden. Planned for a more 
leisurely and less intense age, it would be a pity in a way 
to lose them and there seems to be no indication that they 
will go. 
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This three-storey compact building with a central courtyard 
houses the South Australian School of Art, Stanley Street, 
North Adelaide. Accommodation includes 27 studios and 
classrooms, variously oriented and sun-broken by open pre-
cast conc. blocks. The courtyard is used for outdoor classes 
and for the display of sculpture. Construction; conc. clad 
steel frame, conc. walls and partitions, suspended f. plaster 
ceilings. Cost approx. £350,000. Woods, Bagot, Laybourne-
Smith & Irwin, archts & str. engrs, in consultation with the 
Public Bldgs Dept; S. J. Weir Pty Ltd, bldr. 

This new administration building for Fremantle Harbour 
Trust has been completed at a cost of £700,000; Hobbs, 
Winning & Leighton, archts; A. T. Brine & Sons, bldrs. To-
gether with the passenger terminal building designed by the 
same archts this new addition to the port's facilities com-
pletely confounds a recently published description by a 
British author of Fremantle's "stinking wharfside sheds of 
undried calf-skins, hoofs and horns." Accommodation in 
FHT's HQ replaces previous scattered offices, and the roof-
top signal station an imitative but more efficient successor 
to the former unit on Cantonment Hill. W.A. can lay claim 
to having established most attractive terminals for sea and 
air-borne travellers; its remodelling of rail facilities is tardy. 
(j A £2 m. project is in hand for the redevelopment of 
Fremantle's shopping core, involving demolition on a 2f 
acre site, new retail premises, pedestrian malls, and 3-
storeyed off-street parking facilities. Archts: Oldham, Boas, 
Ednie-Brown & Partners in association with Raymond Jones. 



if The R.V.I.A. announced the first awards of the Victoria Ar-
chitecture Medal to: N.Z. Insurance Co. building, Bourke St, 
Melb, Bates Smart & McCutcheon, archts; House at Rye, 
McGlashen & Everist, archts and House at Davey's Bay, 
Frankston, Guilford Bell & Neil Clerehan, archts. Nothing 
by way of controversial choices these, except perhaps for 
the feeling that they represented the end of an era rather 
than the stimulation of a future progression. Some were 
disappointed that both the houses were produced for ob-
viously wealthy clients, and both were situated on the Morn-
ington Peninsula and therefore were hardly a guide to the 
majority of Melbourne's potential home builders and 
architect-employers. 
The following buildings were commended by the jury: The 
Green Room Club, Yuncken Freeman, archt (C-S No. 132, 
Oct. '63) and the office building for Siemens Halske Siemens 
Schukert (Australasia) Pty. Ltd, Gerd & Renate Block, archts 
(C-S No. 132, Oct. '63). 
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The N.Z. Insurance bldg (Melb) is a gem of its kind—the 
cool, formal apogee of glass curtain wall design—a phase 
that once achieved, held the interest for a short time only. 
The architects B. S. & M. have of course proceeded since 
then into more assertively imaginative designs, though not 
always as pure in concept as the N.Z. Insurance — already 
old-fashioned enough to be recognised as a classic. 
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This house at Rye was recommended by the Medal-awarding 
Jury for its informal graciousness and the easy suitability of 
landscaping and siting. It is not really an adventurous house; 
merely beautiful. McGlashen & Everist, archts. 
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Also awarded a medal, this house at Davey's Bay is rela-
tively compact, although spacious, its special quality being 
the views from the walled swimming pool through the living 
room and out to sea. It captures the dream of indoor-
outdoor living that flies and winds tend to turn into a night-
mare in less carefully controlled beachside dwellings. Guil-
ford Bell & Neil Clerehan, archts. 

A. & N. Z. Bank at Zetland, N.S.W. Disarmingly unpreten-
tious and careful in design, and thankfully devoid of "pres-
tige" strain. Grey glass, steel windows, metal deck roof, 
brick bearing walls. Cost £26,000 including furniture, fittings 
and strong room. Buchan Laird & Buchan, archts; Rankine & 
Hill, elec. mech. & str. engrs; Green & Lloyd Pty. Ltd., bldrs. 

A. & N. Z. Bank at Kent and Market Streets, Sydney. Turns 
the corner into a re-entrant angle, which makes the entrance 
seem diminutive and crushed, but otherwise a straight for-
ward enough job. Steel frame; alum. curtain wall with 
coloured glass spandrels; solid wall to East faced with 
coloured ceramic block. Joseland and Gilling, archts; Woola-
cot+ Hale Bond & Corlett, str. engrs; K. D. Morris & Sons 
(N.S.W.) Pty. Ltd., bldrs. 
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This 17-storey (14 above, 2 below ground) office building 
for H. C. Sleigh is the latest from the firm of architects 
Bates Smart & McCutcheon, and their third on the inter-
section of Queen and Bourke Streets, Melb. (On the N.W. 
corner, South British Insurance Co, C-S No. 114, April '62; 
on the S.E. corner, Prudential Assurance. S.W. corner is 
occupied by Pearl Assurance House—Leslie M. Perrott & 
Partners, archts; C-S No. 103, May '61). In sophistication 
of materials, details, interior layout and choice of finishes, 
H. C. Sleigh's is a highly polished, deft and professional 
design—so facile and fastidious that it almost begins to 
irritate. Errors of taste and opinion assume an unwarranted 
importance: the gold mosaic facing to all but the corner 
columns proves again that nothing incriminates a building 
more than gilt. (The Canberra Civic Centre columns, C-S 
No. 110, are a previous case in point). To list the materials 
used on various facades is to indicate the arbitrariness of 
the elevational divisions—in the jargon of the formalists: 
neither vertical nor horizontal dominate and structure is not 
expressed but made ambiguous. 
Externally, corner columns are faced with grey-blue ceramic 
tiles, other cols in gold glass mosaic. Wall panels: recon-
structed stone. Upper panels rough white; recessed bands 
— black ceramic mosaic. Grey Sicilian marble capping 
around gardens at the base and in the lift lobby. Service 
tower—dark grey conc. block. End wall—light conc. block. 
Cost approx £I mill. Bates Smart & McCutcheon, archts & 
engrs; W. E. Bassett & Partners, mech engrs; Hansen & 
Yuncken Pty LFd, bldrs. 
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New premises at Gilbert Street, Adelaide, for J. N. Taylor 
& Co Ltd include a warehouse, offices, showroom, mechanical 
workshop and car parks. Bevan Rut+ & Roberts, archts; 
E. A. Ingram & Associates, cons. engineers; H. F. Sarah & 
Sons Ltd, bldrs. 
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By the I.B.M. pagoda, looking north, south, west and east-
ward to the sea, there's a warmer sun a-setting, but not on 
S. & T. This is an unusual building and it is really a pity 
that the pagoda analogy is so strong, for the association 
tends to blot out a careful assessment of the design on its 
own merits. Formal criticism of it has centred on the pre-
cast conc. sun hoods and on the sense of continuing them 
around the entire perimeter—which the sun rarely circum-
navigates. Apart from sun protection, glare is strong even 
on the south side of a building, and the hoods could be 
sufficiently justified as glare-protectors. Overall, a saving 
of nine tons of refrigeration per floor has been claimed. 
resulting in a gross capital saving on plant of £47,000 and 
an annual saving of £4,500 in operating costs. The I.B.M. 
Centre is 22 storeys high, cost approx £2 million, was com-
menced in June 1962 and completed in February 1964. The 
tower occupies only 30% of the total site area. The ratio 
of usable office space to site area is the lowest for any office 
building ever placed before the Height of Buildings Com-
mittee. The floor index ratio is 7.2 to I. Module for ceil-
ings and partitions: 4' 8". Internal illumination level: 35 foot 
candles. Air conditioning dual duct nine separate zones. 
Lifts: five 3,000 lb lift cars—speed 700 ft. per min. Ste-
phenson & Turner, archts; Costain (Australia) Pty Ltd, bldrs. 
If Late in March, environmentalist Buckminster Fuller, short, 
crew-cutted, elevator-shoed and ebullient, jetted into Sydney 
for a week's hectic lecturing, beginning at the U. of N.S.W. 
On the rostrum he is slow to start, but gradually accelerates, 
like one of his time-graphs, into 3 hour lectures on the 
search for universal order; the dangers of specialisation; 
and the lost roles of the architects as visionary, initiator 
and integrator. Epigrammatic declarations tumbled out: 
"Scientists are tending to the dwelling problem that archi-
tects have neglected. The space capsule is the first scien-
tifically designed environment for humans. Architects and 
scientists must co-operate to state human problems in proper 
terms and institute social and psychological research to 
match technological discoveries at a given date." He lucidly 
and animatedly ranged over synergetics, geodesics, ten-
segrity et al, with illustrations of remarkable projects from 
the actual (Kaiser g. dome concert hall, DEW line domes) 
to the prophetic (dome roof over Manhattan). Stopped 
talking at the U of Sydney with an hour left to catch plane 
to N.Z. — leaving those who heard him swimming with mixed 
feelings of inspiration — confusion — depression — exhilara-
tion. He stimulated both Universities and the arch'I profes-
sion. The result of this whirlwind visit: either a short-lived 
rash of locally misunderstood geodesic domes or a thought-
ful re-assessment of goals and values? 

It is paradoxical that the more vehemently Australian a 
business enterprise purports to be, the less it seems to turn 
to Australian talent when the services of an architect are 
required. Observe the spectacle of Qantas's new head-
quarters in Sydney and the Southern Cross Hotel in Mel-
bourne, each designed abroad and none the better for it. 
Currently, the Australian Mutual Provident Society have 
engaged SOMebody from the U.S.A. to advise on imminent 
large scale bldg development. By Australian made? 
¶ Quote of the month from newspapers' home decoration 
column "There is an orange dyed goatskin rug on the par-
quet floor of the sunroom of . . . . 's new home." "We 
had two of them at first, but two seemed to make the room 
too busy" declared the owner. 



Problem 

What stands up to heavy traffic, beautifully ? 
Dunlop Vinyl-Asbestos tiles. 

Why ? 
Because Dunlop Vinyl Tiles contain a 

high proportion of P.V.C. combined with 
asbestos, thus ensuring: 
• Dimensional stability. 
• Positive adhesion. 

Solution 
• Maximum scratch resistance. 
• Resistance to spillage or chemical attack. 
• Outstanding durability. 

Note: Statistics show that of the smooth 
surface floor tiles produced in 1962 in 
U.S.A. 87.7% contained asbestos. 

Dunlop tiles are made so the kicks and 
scratches that disfigure most floors don't 
show. 

DF1451 

What does show ? 
Colour. All 30 of them last the long life 

of the tile because they go right through 
the tile. Sound idea for a supermarket, a 
foyer, a corridor ? 

Why not phone the Dunlop Flooring 
Service for the complete picture ? 
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